Financial oversight, project management, reporting, coordination of Nebraska Leadership Team

Members: Nicole Vint (DHHS), Michaela Hirschman (DHHS), Melody Hobson (NDE), NCFF Project Mgmt Team (Lead) and BECI Leads

*Meets weekly*

Oversees implementation of activities:
1. Needs Assessment
2. Strategic Plan and Program Evaluation
3. Maximizing Parental Choice
4. Sharing Best Practices
5. Improving Quality
6. Program Evaluation

Members: Project leads and other state-wide/cross sector leaders

*Meets monthly*

Measures implementation process and progress toward outcomes

Members: Kathleen Gallagher (Lead), Kate Sutton, and NCFF Project Mgmt Team

*Meets: TBD*

**Strategic Planning Team**
Members: Susan Sarver (Lead), Kathleen Gallagher, Hallie Duke, NCFF Project Management Team, and other key state-wide/cross sector leaders

*Meets: quarterly*

**Needs Assessment Team**
Hold focus groups with the public
Members: Susan Sarver (Lead), Kathleen Gallagher, Hallie Duke, University Bureau of Sociological Research, and other key state-wide/cross sector leaders

*Meets: TBD*

**Strategic Plan Coordination Team**
Informs and advises on content of Needs Assessment and Strategic Plan
Members: Susan Sarver (Lead) and key state-wide/cross-sector leaders

*Meets: TBD*